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About This Game

Suit up, boys! The battleground is open and danger has never been more real. Enemies lurk at every turn, their trigger fingers
just itching for the opportunity to take you out. Once the mask drops, be ready to pull the trigger.

Masked Shooters 2 puts you on the front line of a dangerous gunfight that can only end in victory or defeat; there will be no
white flags to wave. As a covert ops soldier, you have access to advanced weapons that will blow your enemies away, if you

know how to use them. From a pistol and sniper rifle to a grenade launcher and RPG, your arsenal is packed for a maximum kill
rate, but it won’t be easy. Enemies have their own weaponry and your ammo is limited, so make every bullet count.

From detailed graphics to life-like sound, this first person shooter game has everything you need if you enjoy adrenaline
pumping, fast-paced gameplay. Choose to join a team or show off your sniping skills in free for all mode, where it’s you against
the world. You can play offline against pitiless AI soldiers or join a room online to play against others in real time for a true test

of your skill. There’s only one answer in Masked Shooters: it’s time to lock and load.

~~~~~ Features ~~~~~

• Action packed gameplay
• Realistic shooting mechanics

• Multiple weapons: Sniper, pistol, knife, grenade launcher, RPG, machine gun, grenades
• Play offline or online

• Brutal AI enemies for challenging offline play
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Release Date: 14 Jan, 2016
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6600/AMD Phenom X3 8750

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 260/Radeon HD 4870

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Amazing!
Escape From left brain to Right Brain
Oooommmmmmmmm
10\/10. Really enjoying this game so far. Despite being in a bare bones state at the moment; easily enough content for one or
two playthroughs and the potential is clear. I look forward to checking in on this again in a couple of months.. A lot of the grind
has been fixed and i highly rate this game. Bought this game 80% off, yet feel I got scammed. This is the worst platformer I've
played in a LONG time.

- The controls are incredibly bad and unresponsive
- The maps boring to play (when I say boring, I mean that they make you wonder if you're playing or doing a chore)
- There's a loading screen every time you want to retry even though there's nothing to load at all
- The hitboxes are broken. Sometimes you land perfectly on the jump\/end pads and nothing happen letting you fall to your
death which makes it even more frustrating considering how long the jumps take for no reason and that there's a loading screen.
- The settings have less options than a RPGMaker game
- Cannot remove Motion Blur and Garbage FOV

It's worse than those games you used to get in cereal boxes for free yet they're asking money for it.

Some "positive" reviews are obviously fake too.

Garbage game from garbage devs, if you can even call this monstrosity a game.. 5\/10

Double Clue: Solitaire Stories is sort of a mixed bag. I thought the murder\/mystery angle was well done, for the most part. The
case is compelling, but I also felt that there was a bit too much time between each clue reveal. By the time I got to the next clue,
I'd usually lost the plot thread. In retrospect, I feel that perhaps I should've re-read every clue before revealing the next. There
are 24-25 different clues overall though, so this could've been time consuming.

The abilities that you are given are solid: the ability to remove a face-up card, a face-down card, and a target card. Your last
ability adds two random "spare" cards to your stock. This is, by far, the easiest solitaire game I've ever played on Steam. By the
end, I'd accumulated between 20-30 spares of each card, and I could probably clear multiple levels without even using the deck.
Periodically, you'll click on a card that says "Try Your Luck." Either you'll get an "informant" that adds currency to your stash,
or you'll have a car crash that will disable one of your abilities. The only use I found for this currency was buying a second undo
(in the vast majority of levels, I didn't even use one). This currency just kept ticking upwards, and by the end of the game I had
around 100,000 of whatever it was. The car crash\/ability disables were a mild nuisance, but never made the difference in level
completion. I don't think I failed a single level in my time with the game.

The strangest thing about this game is actually the tactile feel. Everything seems to take a bit too long, and the program seems a
bit "fragile," for lack of a better word. I've never played anything else by developer Playtinum. The menu at the main screen
takes a bit too long to appear, and cards take a bit too long after they're clicked to disappear from the board. I attempted to
move too quickly at one point and the game froze. Playing it reminded me of how gingerly you have you to navigate an old
computer that you know is on its last legs, trying to spare its poor processor.

I wish I could recommend Double Clue: Solitaire Stories. At least it tries to tell an interesting mystery. However, the sluggish
feel of the game, the stock-standard powers, and the extreme ease of the game just didn't make it very engaging.
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I'm not afraid of spiders anymore, I own them all! 10\/10. I beat the game and found it enjoyable. I liked the art, gameplay, and
unlockable characters. The art gives this game a distinct kind of character that you wont find in many other places. The music is
also a plus. The characters in this game are diverse, and I enjoyed playing them, especially the Skelewizard. The gameplay is
very basic, and easy to grasp. Progressing through the various "floors" requires you to acquire items to make up for your
character's shortcomings and counter the enemies ahead. I would buy this game if you have some spare change and want
something to pass a bit of time with.

The game has a few flaws, mostly being glitches and a lack of a items. There is a decent amount of items in the game, some you
can buy in the store, and some that you must pick up in chests and from bosses. I found that, however, in a short time I had
already seen what I believe to be all of the items. It would be nice to see more items added to the game. I am happy with the
items in the game so far, as they all feel unique and helpful to some degree (except for temporary boost gems). While there may
be some glitches, they were a minor inconvenienve to me.

All in all, I would purchase this short game if you are looking for a quick fix. While not a completely stellar game, it has its
charm, and you can't argue with the price.. Why did I buy this game?

Well, the answer is pretty obvious...

...I like Qix clones.

It's actually a little strange. I'm not a fan of the 1981 arcade classic, but I'll put some serious time into its many clones. In my
opinion, the best of the bunch is Gals Pani X. Not only is it ridiculously deep, but all of the bosses have attacks ripped from various
shmups. How cool is that!?

Anyway, Pretty Girls Panic! is modeled after Qix, with a few extra features to appeal to modern audiences, such as online
leaderboards. The goal is to draw lines to fill space, while avoiding evil sea creatures. If an enemy touches the player-character
while they're drawing a line, then it results in a lost life. The same holds true if an enemy touches the line itself.

It's a simple concept, but what makes it interesting is the strategies players come up with. A plan of attack is necessary to obtain high
scores. For example, rather than just randomly draw lines until all of the space is filled, try to "box" enemies in. If you really want
to do some damage, consider building a series of thin walls that go across the entirety of the screen. Not only are you relatively safe
while doing this, the results tend to be awesome. We're talking "45% of the stage in one fell swoop" awesome. All enemies that get
caught in walls are destroyed, and they can be chained for tons of bonus points.

On the downside, the power-ups kinda break the game. If the hero becomes invincible or manages to stop the clock, then they
usually have enough time to create a massive wall that crushes several foes at once. Power-ups randomly appear, so sometimes the
player will simply luck out. The harder stages really pile on the enemies, but it doesn't make that much of a difference. The RNG's
blessing will go a lot further than skill or experience.

While the randomness is a major issue, Pretty Girls Panic! still gets a recommendation. It plays well, the production value is solid,
and it's entertaining enough to last a few hours.. A very neat RTS based on the 4X concept, the maps you play on are randomized,
but mirrored so both players are starting out in the same conditions; the basics are very simple, your planets produce fighters and
resources, you can send either one fighter around to scout or send half\/all of the fighter population of a planet to other planets,
while the resources are used to cast abilities that help with defending\/attacking or to improve your economy\/fighter production.

Pros:

  - Short matches(5-10 minutes)
  - Easy to get into, while still offering quite a bit of depth(especially when it comes to judging maps)
  - Very diverse games based on the randomized maps
  - The Developers are very active on their Discord and open to feedback
  - There is a Demo, in all honesty I probably wouldn't have bought the game without trying it first, so that's a big plus to me

Cons:
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  - Playerpool, the game is still very young, so right now I'd recommend joining the Discord to get into online matches; if you do that
you should be fine, the people on the discord, including the Developers, are very invested in the game and you'll usually find
someone to play
  - A few small quirks, the biggest being that you can't easily remap your hotkeys right now, personally I don't mind the standard
layout

All in all I'd definitely recommend you get the game, because that gives me more people to play against; and the game is good too
you know.. Deciding to split the game into 3 parts was a really bad idea.
If you wanna buy tm2, buy this one, it is very good sp + mp.

Avg users in last 30 days (as of July 17 2016) (from steam charts):
Stadium: 256
Canyon: 37
Valley: 8. Experienced through the oculus rift.

If you like detective puzzle games\/escape rooms with a great environment (50's noir detective) this game is for you.
I was impressed with the details of the game (puddles with reflection and rain drops), especially coming from an indie studio.

To give you an idea what you can expect, you start off in an office similar to "I Expect you to Die" and then select the mission from
there. Once in a mission, you will be tasked with interviewing the officers on scene and completing various tasks by searching for
items, using magnifier (similar to detective mode in batman), looking for codes\/secrets to tie the investigation to: a motive, victim,
suspect and method.

Though, like other's the game is short and where the story left off, implies that expansions can be added down the road.
However, if you enjoy crime noir detective puzzles games in VR, give it a try.. Meat of this DLC are 2 odd looking vehicles: Chaos
126p and Auroch. Other than looking weird, to my suprise, they were outfitted with uniqe driving model, which makes them a bit
harder to use than standard vehicles, but also superior to them if used correctly. I don't mind, I like when vehicles\/weapons have
their own quirks, you need to be aware of when using them, makes things far more interesting.
Chaos 126p feels very light, almost too light. It has amazing acceleration, but loses plenty of speed when driving through crowd of
zombies. Massive wheels give it tightest turn radius in game, but can prove liability, since you can't just slide off obstacles using
bumper.
Auroch has god-like ramming power, as expected from vehicle this heavy, but you don't want to stop in this thing. Not only
acceleration is poor, but shifting from reverse to foward feels like it's taking forever. If you hit hard obstacle when there are zeds
nearby, it may cost you a lot of damage, before you drive away.. This is a good game if you have an older pc that can't run the
latest games and you want to practice backing a tractor trailer. The physics of the trailer behaves like in real like when you are
backing it. Some truck yards even have alleys you can back into if you want. The only problem is this game doesn't have a clutch
option (although it has manual shifting) so the air brakes loses too much air when you are practicing backing and use the brakes a
lot, (fortunately it doesn't lock like in real life). I like the F2 mirror option popup that thats lets you look without moving the mouse
very helpful for backing, and driving. The forward driving part is okay but it doesn't feel like a real big rig, is kinda its almost
halfway there, but there is something missing when it come to feeling like real semi. But its an older game so you can't fault it too
much, for what it is its pretty good. Although the hanlding of the turning does behave like a tactor trailer and you don't want to
jump those curbs or take out light post when makin a tight right turn. And the jake brake sounds decently good. The map is real big
and the scenery is decently nice for an older game. There are plenty of delivery option and trailers and trucks to choose from.. A
good story about The International 2017, namely the Virtus team.Pro as she overcomes difficulties. I advise you to watch this video
it will give you a lot in life decisions that will change your life for the better.. A beautifully brutal, faced paced and skillful blend
of retro and contemporary arcade, sphereFACE is Asteroids on steroids. With a steep learning curve and frantic gameplay,
permadeath and a mysterious storyline, Voxelstorm have created a modern classic.
Although the first few attempts may seem tedious, the tactical aspect from Asteroids begins to take control, as you find yourself
laying traps, sniping, and frantically dodging death with an arsenal of powerful and distinctive weapons. With the addition of the
boneSPHERE and relentless enemies, what may seem a casual game can easily turn in to a hunt for the bosses that lurk deep within
the sphereSPACE.

v1.0.293 - Bug fixes:
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v1.0.293 - Bug fixes

Changes. Spriter R3 Released:
Hi everyone,

We're pleased to announce the release of Spriter build R3, which includes some great new time saving features and bug fixes.

First a quick note to Linux users. Spriter for Linux is available to test on Steam. We're not going to officially announce it as
supported for Steam until we get some more users to confirm it works for them. Please reply here if you get a chance to try it and it
works, or if it doesn't, please post as many details as you can, such as OS version, 64 or 32 bit, any relevant error messages, etc. If
you own Spriter Pro on Steam, just log in under Linux, and it should be available.

As for Spriter R3, we've got handy new shortcuts for moving through the timeline, and a new batch export (to png/gif) feature.

Here is a quick video showing showcasing whats new to R3 (Full Change-log at the bottom of this post).

We hope this new build will save you time and make using Spriter an even more convenient and enjoyable experience, and we also
hope you find it to be worth the wait.

Speaking of waiting, we apologize for the prolonged silence in regards to the Spriter reference implementation we're working on.
While it is our top priority until it's finished, there has been a great deal of preliminary planning, and careful design decisions to
work through before the actual coding was begun.

Our original plan was to create a basic implementation which covers only Spriter's current feature set as quickly as possible, but
then realized that a rushed version would definitely cause the need for some fairly drastic re-writes in order to accommodate
several of the up-coming features we have planned for the coming many months.

This made us realize its a better idea to take the time needed to do it right...to make sure its as future/feature proof as possible, and
that it's built from the ground up in anticipation of the upcoming expanded feature-set. In fact, some of the new features will just
work instantly on any Spriter implementation ported from the reference implementation as soon as the feature becomes available in
Spriter. We've also done quite a bit of planning to ensure that even some of the larger upcoming features will require minimal
additions to existing code.

In other news, aside from the preliminary work for the implementation itself, as well as small bug fixes and new features to Spriter
itself, we've also been very busy with many other investments in Spriter's future, including but not limited to commencing with the
design and creation of a new art pack, which will not only introduce new animation and art content to Spriter's library (hint, not for
a side-scrolling game type), but will also introduce several new features to Spriter itself. These new features will not only give this
art pack an unprecedented level of customizability, but will also offer even more flexibility and options to all Spriter users for the
creation of their own original content. (more on this up-coming new art pack is a future update. It's roughly half finished, but still
several months away.)

Again, we apologize for the not so regular updates, and we will make sure the next update won't take so long, and progress reports
will be more frequent and more complete. We'll do everything we can to make the implementation (and eventual new features that it
will accommodate) well worth the wait. And of course, once we're finished, our focus will be on helping developers port this fully
featured implementation to as many authoring systems languages as possible.

Thanks again everyone for your support and patience.

Cheers, Edgar at BrashMonkey

Spriter Release 3
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Released 2/25/2015

Additions and Enhancements

Added Shift key modifier to shortcuts for Previous Keyframe and Next Keyframe (1 and 2 keys). Shift+1 and Shift+2 will
go to the previous and next frame where the currently selected objects are keyed
Added Control key modifier to shortcuts for Previous Keyframe and Next Keyframe (1 and 2 keys). Ctrl+1 and Ctrl+2
increment and decrement time by the currently set Snapping Interval, or by one millisecond if snapping is turned off
Cleaned up Export to PNG/Gif Dialog to hide controls that don't apply to the current export settings
Added new Pro Feature 'Batch Export' to the Export to PNG/Gif Dialog. Allows you to choose several animations to export
at once
Added 'Trim To Entity' as an option for the Source Rectangle when performing a Batch Export. This will choose one
bounding box size that will fit all of the selected animations for each entity
Added 'Trim To All Entities' as an option for the Source Rectangle when performing a Batch Export. This will choose one
bounding box size that will fit all selected animations for all entities

Bug Fixes

Removed tutorial video playback within Spriter (video links are still available) as a temporary fix for some users who were
experiencing crashes due to the feature
Fixed a bug where creating a bone required several undos to revert instead of one
Fixed a bug where the images in the File Palette weren't updated after the Reload All Images was pressed
Fixed a crash that would occur if you attempted to close Spriter while in the middle of renaming an entity

. Steam Edition Out Now!:

Launch Discount and Free Upgrade. BH2 Store Page:
The Beat Hazard 2 Steam page is now live:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/618740/Beat_Hazard_2/

Add it to you Wish List! And feel free to drop in on the forums.. New Game "Final_SIM" Releasing Soon!:
Hey everybody!

I know its been a while, but I wanted to return to inform you that my new game will be releasing very soon! It is titled "Final_SIM"
and I believe fans of this game will appreciate it very much. I hope you take the time to check it out and add it to your wishlist!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/997280/Final_SIM/

Once again I wanted to thank you all for your support. It is immeasurable and I wish I could thank everyone who has played my
game personally. Sadly that's not humanly possible, so I hope you guys will accept this message.

Thank you and see you soon ;)
-Flashynurav
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